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“Innovation is the heart of
EUROPEAN BAKERY,
quality is the soul.”

About Us
European Bakery is the answer to increasing demand and craving for Bakery &
confectionery varieties. Our focus from the start is all about excellence, consistency,
service, innovation and great people.
We are shifting consumers’ perceptions of French gourmet cuisine from a oncein-a-while treat to a daily indulgence. Providing a large range of pastries, breads,
chocolates and dates, we’ve got you covered from everyday requirements to special
occasions and social gatherings.
We created an upscale bakery where customers can enjoy the authentic taste of fine
quality modern delights, as well as an array of combinations of international and
traditional flavors in all of our products.
Our passion for baking and attention to detail sets us apart. We blend tradition with
innovations, creating new classics.
The team of EURPOPEAN BAKERY are a tight bunch, united by a common cause: to
gather best ideas in bakery world to deliver the finest quality products.
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SUSTAINABILITY

“Shaping a tasty future responsibly”

A

t European Bakery we care about the future.
We make great tasting and enjoyable food
in a responsible way. Four areas define our
commitment for the future.

RESPONSIBLE SOURCING
The sustainability of our activities depends not only what
we do ourselves, but also on what others do for us. We are
committed to promoting ethical behaviour in our supply
chain to ensure both people and the environment are
treated with respect.

ECO-EFFICIENT PRODUCTION
In our production processes, we make use of energy, water,
food ingredients and packaging. By increasing the efficient
use of these resources, we strive to minimise waste and
emissions hence the overall environmental impact of our
operations.
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COMMITMENT TO PEOPLE
We are dedicated to ensure a safe workplace for our
employees and visitors. We appreciate the value of
a diverse workforce and help our people to develop
their talents. Beyond the bounds of our company, we
engage constructively and respectfully with our local
community.

PRODUCTS YOU CAN TRUST
As makers of food products, we have a special
responsibility towards our consumers. We take pride in
offering food products that are not only tasty and of high
quality but also demonstrably safe. We are transparent
about our products and innovate to offer consumers better
food choices without compromising on taste.
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The Founder
Abdulwahed Bin Shabib
Born in the mid 1950’s, Abdulwahed Bin Shabib hailed from Dubai, coming from a
dynasty of clergymen, Abdulwahed Bin Shabib chose another route; a route that
eventually led him to be a revered business leader in the UAE. In 1981, Abdulwahed
Bin Shabib courageously ventured on his own to start a general trading business
in machinery and electrical equipments. The business then include a diverse
spectrum of activities including automation, instrumentation and calibration
equipment’s, which helped him in acquiring various leading brands in the GCC
such as Omron.
His extensive properties include bustling buildings like 2020, Bin Shabib malls,
Mobile Plaza & House as well as cold storages and warehouses in the most soughtafter areas in the region.
Currently, he expanded the businesses across GCC to Europe and Asia, by
adopting a digitization processes in line with the evolving market trends and has
many plans in the future to diversify the company’s portfolio into new streams of
revenue that aided his success in the past.
The Food service sector flourished and continued to have optimistic outlook, we
all know that crisis bring opportunities. Abdulwahed Bin Shabib ventured with
the new company EUROPEAN BAKERY which is the sector wherein we focus on
quality, consumer and service.
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Mission
European Bakery adheres to artisan way of production, strict quality control
and high standard of food hygiene. Our customers are our greatest critics and
cheerleaders - they thankfully hold us accountable to the high standards that we
have made them accustomed to. For that very reason, we continue to develop,
evaluate, and improve our performance.
At European Bakery we are truly customer focused; our sales team are available
7 days a week and are always happy to assist you. We believe the best people
provide the best customer experience.

Vision
We aspire to be one of the region’s leading bakeries with the real touch of Europe’s
finest quality, by fulfilling the requirements of our clients without compromising
quality.
Our commitment to excellence stems from our true passion for the dying art of
artisanal product-making.
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Core values
Innovation: For us, innovation is a way of looking at the world, of waking each
day with a restless passion to be better while staying true to taste. For you as our
customers, that means our desire to take you to new flavors and new specialties in
the universe of artisan products.

Authenticity: It has always been driven by love and respect for the craft of artisan
baking and exists as a homage to the values of a bakery. When you taste our
delicacies you can know that every part of this – from the finest ingredients to
time-honored rituals of preparation, are authentic.

Driven To Performance: We believe in challenging the status quo, thinking outside
the box and always staying one step ahead. Coming together from the beginning,
keeping together in the progress, achieving the goal together.

Integrity: We expect the highest level of integrity from our people and value the
same in our partners.
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Our Premise & Products
Our Premise: We don’t manufacture food. We bake it with love. We want each bite to
taste like paradise. We make our products from scratch. We believe real food is made
with real ingredients. We only choose the finest ingredients from worldwide, hand
crafted with our passionate pastry chefs, freshly made daily in our premises, you will
be having the most authentic and delicate taste of everything that we make.
Committed to serving you 365 days a year!
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BAKERY DELIGHTS
We have put together an elaborate menu,
which is filled with a variety of baked goodies.
Our passion is reflected in our breads and
soft pastries that are simply incomparable
to anything you have had before. From flaky
croissants that fall apart in your mouth to
hearty quiches that are equally filling and
flavorful, is considered one of the Best bakery
that promises to deliver only prime quality
products for its customers.
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VIENNOISERIE
Butter and flake-our croissants are the purest
expression of butter and mild fermentation. Our line
of Viennoiserie has evolved over the years to include
seasonal variations of Danish pastries and savories.
All are made from doughs laminated with delicious
high-fat Natural butter, and some are enriched with
local eggs, inoculated with wild starter, and either
yeasted and not.

30, 60,
80, 90

200, 180, 150
80

20 min

200 reduced
to 180

14 - 16 min

N/A

MUFFINS & POUND CAKE
We bake our flavored tulip muffins freshly daily, using
conventional, organic and heirloom grains, and are always
exploring new ways to express their inherent qualities.
From the classics of French baking to bold recipes by
our team of professional chefs: treat yourself to gourmet
muffins and pound cakes, at any time of the day and on
any occasion!

40, 130,
600, 1200

200, 150, 84
50, 25

15 - 20 min

210 reduced
to 180

2 min

N/A

ARTISAN BREAD
Our Bread is kneaded, shaped, and baked right from
our very own kitchen. We ensure the exquisite quality
of bread as we do it with our natural sourdough its
pleasant aromas and nutritional qualities come into
effect after a 24 to 48 hour fermentation
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600, 1.2 kg

200, 150, 84
50, 25

30 min

230 reduced
to 210

25 - 30 min

25 Sec

CIABATTA & FOCACCIA
Among the specialties on the menu there is the Italian
Ciabatta & Focaccia. It’s known all over the world and
made with simple ingredients such as flour and extra
virgin olive oil. It has a tradition that it is at least two
centimeters high, and we tried to keep it in the same
way.

120, 1.8 kg

200, 150, 84
50, 25

20 min

220 reduced
to 200

8 min

25 Sec

BREAD ROLLS
Made in the European bakery, our artisan rolls are
baked to perfection and packaged with care. Try our
crusty rolls, Petit pain, and wholesome multigrain
varieties. Whether you’re entertaining guests or
enhancing your favorite family dinners, we’re
spreading the word: bread is meant to be shared.

15

30, 40, 60,
80, 110

200, 150, 84
50, 25

10 min

210 reduced
to 200

10 min

25 Sec
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CAKES
Looking for delicious cakes and cupcakes in
UAE?
Our expert chefs have designed a wide
selection of flavors some specialty European
Cakes & mono cakes that are perfect for any
occasion as well as for when you want to treat
yourself. Let yourself experience our delicately
baked cakes that are freshly prepared every
day with rich layers and fancy toppings with
DIY customizations.
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SIGNATURE CAKES
Our signature cake collection has been perfected over
years of cake baking. Whether you crave chocolate,
fruit or classic combinations, our chefs made these
cakes just for you. Leave the flavor pairing to us with
our signature cake collection.

Chilled
5°C

Place larger
slices of cakes
on their sides

Keep PAPER
on to preserve
freshness

SLAB CAKES
European goodness! Our delicious slab cakes are real
crowd pleasers. Made from scratch with premium
ingredients, it’s no wonder that our slab cakes have
become party, catering and café favorites.

Frozen
-18°C

40cm X 60cm

Best to cut
when frozen

KIT CAKES
We do the Kids Concept with food grade toys the right
way, super quality. These kit cakes are perfect for
imaginative play or as a gift at all the best parties.

Chilled
5°C
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Place larger
slices of cakes
on their sides

Keep PAPER
on to preserve
freshness

TRADTIONAL CAKE
Every traditional cake comes with the reminder of
authenticity, we came up to keep it in the classic way
with new mesmerizing fusions. Try our collection of
cakes with variety of flavors.

Chilled
5°C

Place larger
slices of cakes
on their sides

Keep PAPER
on to preserve
freshness

ARTIST CAKE
Our artistic Cakes have different varieties, flavors and
designs that delights your loved ones on their special
day with personalization options.

Chilled
5°C

WEDDING CAKES
We are committed to the freshest, most high-quality
ingredients for our cakes and icings. When we design
a wedding cake, we take ideas, colors, impressions,
style, taste, and even beliefs from the brides and
grooms to individualize their wedding celebration in
cake. Just as important as the artistic impression of
the cake is flavor.

Chilled
5°C

Place larger
slices of cakes
on their sides

Keep PAPER
on to preserve
freshness
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Place larger
slices of cakes
on their sides

Keep PAPER
on to preserve
freshness
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CHOCOLATES
& DATES
European Bakery is name that symbolizes the
French tradition of luxurious and handmade
chocolates, macarons, Dates, and giveaways,
with a commitment to perfection and
excellence. From the moment a chef envisions
his idea, to the moment it becomes something
you can taste and see, everything is made
locally to ensure a seal of freshness. With
original flavors such as flowers, spices, fruits,
dates and even tea or natural ingredients
carefully selected from all over the world,
all European bakery’s creations are a true
delicacy.
“You dream it, we produce it.”
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DATES
Our master chocolatiers set out to develop a flavor range
that was more than just new flavors. We wanted to create
experiences with each new date. It didn’t stop at just
the taste either, we have created the most unique and
aesthetically pleasing dates EVER seen.

Store
Keep away
between from direct
15°C - 20°C sunlight

Extra care
in high
humidity
zone

Keep it
away from
strong
odor

TRUFFLES
If you enjoy the finer things in life, then our gourmet
truffles are sure to exceed your expectations. At European
Bakery we’ve created several captivating and enticing
truffle flavors, For the purest-at-heart, try a box of our
chocolate truffles. For the daring spirits who want to take
their taste buds on a worldly adventure, we know you’ll be
able to find it through our bold luxurious selection.

Store
Keep away
between from direct
15°C - 20°C sunlight

Extra care
in high
humidity
zone

Keep it
away from
strong
odor

PRALINES
These delicious pralines are an invitation to tasting. It’s an
abundant, ample, creamy praline stuffed with dry fruits
slowly melts on the tongue and possesses the palate. The
textures succeed each other, from the dark couverture,
crunchy and determined, to the smooth cocoa sprinkled
and wisely selected.

Store
Keep away
between from direct
15°C - 20°C sunlight
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Extra care
in high
humidity
zone

Keep it
away from
strong
odor

CHOCOLATE BAR
At European Bakery our chocolate bars are more than a
piece of candy. We’ve carefully formulated several unique
flavor blends using milk chocolate, dark chocolate, and
white chocolate to create premium chocolate bars that are
unlike any other. Our classic gourmet chocolate bars will
awaken the senses and take your tastebuds to soaring new
heights, our uniquely flavored chocolate bars make the
perfect hostess gift or after dinner dessert.

Store
Keep away
between from direct
15°C - 20°C sunlight

Extra care
in high
humidity
zone

Keep it
away from
strong
odor

BONBONS
We work in small batches, entirely by hand, to bring you
only the best Bonbons in town. After all, a treat so delicate
that’s eaten with your fingertips, deserves just as much
hand-crafted care.

Store
Keep away
between from direct
15°C - 20°C sunlight

PETE FOURS
There’s something so distinct about that first bite of our
Pete four. As you bite into the smooth gourmet chocolate,
you become enlightened with the aroma of cacao infused
with distinctive flavors inspired from different cultures, as
it melts delicately on the tongue, leaving you longing for
that next morsel.

Store
Keep away
between from direct
15°C - 20°C sunlight

Extra care
in high
humidity
zone

Keep it
away from
strong
odor
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Extra care
in high
humidity
zone

Keep it
away from
strong
odor

European Bakery, 23 6C Street - Al Khabaisi - Dubai
+971 4 210 2830
info@europeanbakery.ae
www.europeanbakery.ae

